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2. What is Design Coding?













3. Why Do We Use Design Codes?



Benefits



Negatives



4. How do we produce Design Codes at URBED?



Brentford Lock West, West London

‣ Why was the design code being produced?
‣ How was future development being delivered?
‣ What we wanted to fix

- heights
- build and no build zones
- balconies
- active frontages
- public realm
- access and entrances
- architectural detailing
- building line



An Outline Planning 
Application for the mixed 
use redevelopment of land at 
Brentford Lock West

SD3: Regulatory plans

Applicant:  
ISIS Waterside Regeneration

October 2010



REGULATORY PLAN 001 - LOCATION PLAN

Extent of development



Illustrative Masterplan

Regulating Massing
An example of the relationship between the 
illustrative and regulatory masterplan.

Regulatory Masterplan

Maximum Development Height
Minimum Development Height

+27m A.O.D

+18m A.O.D

Combined

Maximum quantum of development = 14,530m2
            = 156,400sqft

+27m A.O.D

+18m A.O.D

Total area within regulatory zones = 25,344m2

       = 272,800sqft

The illustrative masterplan within the requlatory zones
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Zone for bays and balconies (Upto 2.5m)
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Minimum & maximum building heights - AOD

004 - DEVELOPMENT ZONES & BUILDING DIMENSIONS

Extent of development
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23.5m
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Min / Max depth of development 
permissable from the external building 
line into the development plot 

21m -32m

20m -28m [Commercial]
8m -10m [Residential]
12m -14m

9m -15m

9m -15m

9m -17m

9m -16m

8m -22m

8m -16m

5m -10m

8m -25m

Building Depth



Maximum Development Envelope

Minimum Development Envelope

Zone for bays/balconies/overhead development

Retained building/structure

REGULATORY PLAN 005 - ELEVATIONS AA - BB

Semi basement car parking

4.75m

24m AOD

A - A

B - B

Block H Block F Block D Block A

Block G Block E Block C Block A

18m AOD

27m AOD

18m AOD

24m AOD

18m AOD

6.9m 6.9m 6.9m

24m AOD

21m AOD

24m AOD

21m AOD

24m AOD

13.5m AOD

Live Railway Business Park

Live Railway

British Waterways Offices

British Waterways Offices
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009 - PRINCIPAL PUBLIC REALM AREAS
Main street

Side streets

Neighbourhood street

Tow path

Watergates

Square
Development Zone

Extent of development

Levels (AOD) +/- 100mm

Levels (AOD) +/- 500mm

Improved green/play space

Surface Parking

Bridge Landing zone 

Bridge Zone [Intermediate vertical 
supports may be required]

Servicing
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New Bus Depot Plot

REGULATORY PLAN

Commerce Road

Durham
 W

harf Drive

D2

Commercial (B1) at level 2, residential (C3) above

Development Zone

Extent of development

Residential (C3)

Business centre/commercial premises (B1)

Bus Depot (sui generis)

013 - PREDOMINANT LAND USE AT (TYPICAL) UPPER LEVEL

Car parking
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New Bus Depot Plot

REGULATORY PLAN

Commerce Road

Durham
 W

harf Drive

D2

Vehicular access to carparking along this elevation

Pedestrian access to the courtyards along this elevation

Development Zone

Extent of development

015 - PEDESTRIAN & VEHICLE ACCESS

Vehicular access to carparking along this elevation











Selby Former Paper Mill, North Yorkshire

‣ Why was the design code being produced?
‣ How would future development be delivered?
‣ Nature of the planning authority?
‣ What we wanted to fix?

- heights
- land uses
- access routes
- open spaces
- pedestrian routes
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.The site is bounded by strong edges, in fact we can consider 

three of them water edges: to the west the canal waterfront; 

to the north the river Ouse; and to the east the water reservoir. 

The scheme can draw strength, character and identity by 

positively responding to these unique boundaries. There is 

an exciting opportunity to make the scheme a catalyst for 

enhancing the canal, its waterfront and moorings as well as to 

utilise the views over the canal and the river Ouse. 

The scheme will aspire to connect existing waterspaces 

through green spaces, streets and views across the site and 

overall will enhance the environment along the Ouse and river 

walk. 

2. GREEN AS CONNECTOR1. WATERSPACES

Key to the scheme will be to make green infrastructure an 

integral component, to support the health and wellbeing of its 

local residents, by bringing it right into the centre creating an 

axis between the canal waterfront and the water reservoir to 

the east. 

This will be traversed by a series of smaller linked green 

spaces from Denison Road towards the river walk, to connect 

the new community with the existing one. Each of these green 

spaces will have a specific identity, helping to establish a 

strong sense of place within the scheme. 

We aspire to make the green infrastructure on the site the 

connector through the site as a whole and beyond. To create a 

green ‘heart’ accessible to all. 

4. PERMEABILITY3. NEW LOCAL CENTRE

Historical maps show that the residential area south of the 

site was partly developed once the Paper Mill was fully 

established. The Paper Mill and its workers were also able to 

sustain and support some local businesses, such as “Betta 

Butties” on Denison Road, which is still in business. 

There is no doubt that the closure of the Paper Mill factory 

impacted these local businesses, thus the new residential 

scheme has the potential to bring back that support to both 

existing as well as a number of small new businesses. 

The scheme will incorporate a new local centre off new green 

public realm on Denison Road. This will accommodate a new 

row of small shop units to complement the existing ones on 

the south side of the road. This will also encourage shared 

facilities between the existing and new community.

The site connects Denison Road to the canal waterfront as 

well as to the river walk, the scheme will ensure that good 

permeability is achieved through the site and beyond. 

The new residential scheme will encourage walking and 

cycling, by enabling the street design to favour these to create 

an environment that encourages low speeds. 

Through urban design, green infrastructure and highway 

design the site will be connected and permeable from 

Denison Road to the riverfront and from the canal waterside to 

the east. 

To enhance permeability and to connect towards the west and 

train station, the scheme will propose a new pedestrian link 

bridge over the canal.









Chapelgarth, South Sunderland

‣ Why was the design code being produced?
‣ How would future development be delivered?
‣ Nature of the planning authority?
‣ What we wanted to fix?

- character areas - building line
- heights
- streets and views/ vistas
- landscaping materials
- green spaces



Chapelgarth, SunderlandChapelgarth, Sunderland
Design CodeDesign Code

July 2016July 2016



04 Building Line

Building Line Rules

Rule Details

RL04A Character Area 1: Knockles 
Square

• The maximum building line 
has been defined at a 6m set 
back from the edge of the 
pavement. 

• Where the building sits exactly 
on the building line, greater 
than or equal to 75% of the 
principle edge must meet this 
line.  

Building Line Rules

Rule Details

RL04B Character Area 2: Moor Farm

• The maximum building line 
has been defined at a 6m 
set back from the edge of 
the pavement. 

• Where the building sits 
exactly on the building line, 
greater than or equal to 
60% of the principle edge 
must meet this line.  

Building Line Rules

Rule Details

RL04C Character Area 3: Chapelgarth 
Meadows

• The maximum building line 
has been defined at a 1.5m 
set back from the edge of 
the pavement. 

• Where the building sits 
exactly on the building line, 
100% of the principle edge 
must meet this line.  

Building Line Rules

Rule Details

RL04D Character Area 4: Thristley

• The maximum building line 
has been defined at a 6m 
set back from the edge of 
the pavement. 

• Where the building sits 
exactly on the building line, 
greater than or equal to 
60% of the principle edge 
must meet this line.  

Building Line Rules

Rule Details

RL04E Character Area 5: Foxcover

• No building line has been 
defined for this character 
area.

The principle edge of the development should be positioned on the building line. This section describes the building line and set back 
from the edge of the pavement for each character area. By stipulating the building line we hope to create differentiation between the 
more urban and rural character areas. A minimum set-back RL04F has been stipulated for all character areas at 1m from the edge of 
the pavement. 

Edge of 
Pavement

Edge of 
Pavement

Edge of 
Pavement

Edge of 
Pavement

Edge of 
Pavement

Maximum 
Building 
Line

Maximum 
Building 
Line

Maximum 
Building 
Line

Maximum 
Building 
Line

6m set-back 6m set-back
1.5m 
set-back 6m set-back

≥75% of 
building built 
up to line

≥60% of 
building built 
up to line

≥60% of 
building built 
up to line

100% of 
building built 
up to line

Street Street Street Street Street
Plot Plot Plot Plot Plot
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A19

Burdon Lane

Weymouth Road

Morside Road

Portland 
Academy

Blakeney 
Woods

Silksworth 
Plantation

C h a r a c t e r 
A re a  1 : 

K n o c k l e s 
S q u a re

C h a r a c t e r 
A re a  2 : 

M o o r  F a r m

C h a r a c t e r 
A re a  4 : 

T h r i s t l e y

C h a r a c t e r 
A re a  5 : 

F o x c o v e r

C h a r a c t e r 
A re a  3 : 

C h a p e l g a r t h 
M e a d o w s

M o o r s i d e

B u rd o n 
Va l e

Proposed 
Bellway 
Scheme

Indicative Masterplan
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5. When Design Codes Go Wrong…..













6. Design Coding Step-by-Step



Design coding step-by-step

Tackle it like writing an instruction 
manual, with pictures!

Choose design principles you would like to 
fix (an can justify fixing) and write (and/or 
draw) clear instructions for them

Organise your instructions into ‘themes’ and 
represent them in an easy-to-understand 
document

Test each instruction to ensure it is as 
‘water-tight’ as possible…but still also 
relates to the wider picture

1.

2.

3.

4.



You’re basically writing specific policy 
for desired design principles and some 
of these policies are easier to draw 
then they are to explain in words 

Tackle it like writing an instruction 
manual, with pictures!1.

!"#$%&'(")*+&"!%,-&.

/01*2)$&-345$2-)

!"#$%&"'()*+%$*)$%,-)%)"*%.*$#/0%(+#0&#(1*$%2"#&"%2*%'+*%

seeking to fix, as part of the outline planning application 
for the site shown edged red on Regulatory Plan 01, 
$",20%,((,$#)*3%!"*$*%.*$#/0%(+#0&#(1*$%$*)%,-)%)"*%

means of access, siting, height and massing of the 
masterplan together with the overall number of housing 
-0#)$3%

Following the submission of the application, these 
principles will be used to regulate the production of 
reserved matters applications for future developments 
,0%)"*%$#)*3

Why do we need a Masterplan Framework? 
!"#$%4*$#/0%'0.%5&&*$$%6)')*7*0)%#$%#11-$)+')#8*%'0.%

includes a lot of detail not normally covered by an 
,-)1#0*%(1'00#0/%'((1#&')#,03%!"*%)*'7%",2*8*+%

recognises that in some cases the Planning Authority 
(Selby District Council) will require commitments to be 
made on the layout of the scheme.

The regulatory plans and instructions contained 
within this chapter seek to fix certain elements of the 
masterplan layout including the dimensions of the streets 
'0.%$('&*$%)"')%7'9*%-(%)"*%(-:1#&%+*'17%'0.%(-:1#&%

open spaces of the scheme, which in turn fixes the 
building lines of each residential block. 

In doing this it fixes the public routes and therefore the 
permeability of the masterplan as well as the extent of 
active frontages. This process of masterplanning with 
Illustrative and regulatory plans is very similar to the way 

%! REG PLAN 01: 

RED LINE 

!""#$%&'$()*

+(,)-&./

that the great masterplans of the past were prepared by 
people like Nash and Haussemann. 

The principle is that the plan is very firm on the 
masterplanning parameters of siting, massing and land 
use, but flexible in terms of detailed design, materials 
'0.%'+&"#)*&)-+*3

The principle is that layers of detail can be added as the 
$&"*7*%.*8*1,($%,8*+%)#7*%$,%)"')%#)%:*&,7*$%+#&"*+3

Who will the Masterplan Framework be used by?
It is intended that this chapter, alongside the Design 
and Access Statement, will be used by Housebuilders 
to guide detailed development proposals for the Selby 
Paper Mill site. 

It will also be used by the Local Planning Authority 
(LPA) whilst determining forthcoming reserved matters 
planning applications, once the outline application has 
:**0%'((+,8*.3

!"#$%&"'()*+%$",-1.%:*%+*'.%#0%&,0;-0&)#,0%2#)"%)"*%

previous chapters of this Design and Access Statement 
in order to fully understand the scheme. However 
this chapter is intended as the definitive record of the 
planning consent and in the case of conflict with earlier 
chapters, this chapter takes precedence. 

!"#$%&"'()*+%$",-1.%'1$,%:*%+*'.%#0%&,0;-0&)#,0%2#)"%

+*1*8'0)%(1'00#0/%(,1#&#*$%),%*0$-+*%&,7(1#'0&*3

"#"$



So…choose which design principles you would like 
to fix, e.g heights, access routes, active frontages, 
orientation of buildings, ground floor uses

Choose design principles you would like to 
fix (an can justify fixing) and write (and/or 
draw) clear instructions for them

2.
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spaces will have a specific identity, helping to establish a 
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- Does it satisfy the client?
- Does it satisfy the local planning authority, is it in line with 

their policies, or justified otherwise?
- Can each instruction be conditioned, is it specific enough?
- What could a ‘bad’ developer get away with?
- Is it a rule or just guidance?
- Can you justify why you have included it from an urban 

design perspective?
- Is it simple?
- Is an ‘add-on’ information required? e.g. some tolerance 

on street access routes?
- Does it matter in the grand scheme of things?

Test each instruction to ensure it is as 
‘water-tight’ as possible…but still also 
relates to the wider picture

3.



Parameter plans aka regulatory plans help to 
illustrate instructions concerning the location 
specific 2D and 3D elements of a masterplan

Also think about your audience - future designers, 
the local planning authority and your client will 
need to be able to read an understand it.

You may also want to provide a short piece of 
text to justify why you have decided to code 
something.  For example, to respond to tall 
buildings across the road, to provide an active 
frontage onto an area of green space and ensure 
‘eyes on the street’.

Organise your instructions into ‘themes’ and 
represent them in an easy-to-understand 
document

4.
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!! REG PLAN 02: ACCESS & 

STREETS
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The regulatory plan opposite identifies the access points 
and roads we are seeking to fix as part of the outline 
application. Permeability and enhancing connections 
to the waterside spaces which surround the site are key 
proponents of the masterplan. 

The masterplan has essentially been designed around a 
simple grid plan layout which lies parallel to the adjacent 
section of Denison Road and then changes orientation as 
"#!$%%&'$()*+!#)*!,-+*.!

The more traditional linear streets are much easier for 
pedestrians and cyclists to navigate and also create open 
views to the edges of the site, promoting views to the 
+-&&'-/0"/1!2$#*&+%$(*+.

Vehicular access:!3*)"(-4$&!$((*++!"/#'!#)*!+"#*!2"44!5*!
from two points highlighted on the regulatory plan. 
These will enter the site off Denison Road at two points. 

Pedestrian access: Pedestrian access points are also 
)"1)4"1)#*0!'/!#)*!%4$/!'%%'+"#*.!6)*+*!*/+-&*!#)$#!

the development maintains connections to existing 
footpaths around the site.

Streets: Maximum street widths have been defined to 
ensure the density and enclosure ratios are developed as 
"/#*/0*0.!6)"+!('7%4"*+!2"#)!'-&!8"+"'/!#'!&*%4"($#*!#)*!

7'&*!-&5$/!+#&**#!%$##*&/+!%&*8$4*/#!"/!#)*!)"+#'&"(!$&*$+!

of Selby town centre and along Victorian streets in the 
4'($4*.

Movement: The layout has been designed to promote 
vehicle speeds lower than 20mph. This will create a safer 
environment for pedestrians and cyclists and encourage 
people to use spaces, especially streets created as 
)'7*9'/*+!#'!5*!-+*0!$+!%-54"(!'%*/!+%$(*+.

Reg Plan 02 Access & Streets
Key Design Principles

02.1 3*)"(-4$&!$((*++!%'"/#+!"/#'!#)*!+"#*!$&*!+)'2/!"/!

red on the accompanying regulatory plan.

02.2 Pedestrian access points into the site are shown 
in orange on the accompanying regulatory plan. 
:((*++!7-+#!5*!7$"/#$"/*0!"/!#)*+*!4'($#"'/+.

02.3 Secondary roads are shown in blue on the 
accompanying regulatory plan. These roads will 
take the majority of traffic into the site and feed 
into the tertiary roads. 

6)*+*!&'-#*+!2"44!/**0!#'!5*!('/+#&-(#*0!"/!#)*!

locations shown on the plan, within a tolerance 
of 15m from the centre line. Secondary Roads 
must not exceed a maximum width of 14.3m, 
with a maximum carriageway width of 5.5m. 

02.4 Tertiary roads are shown in green on the 
accompanying plan. These roads connect the 
secondary roads to all housing areas.

6)*+*!&'-#*+!2"44!/**0!#'!5*!('/+#&-(#*0!"/!#)*!

locations shown on the plan, within a tolerance 
of 15m from the centre line. Secondary Roads 
must not exceed a maximum width of 13.6m, 
with a maximum carriageway width of 4.8m.

The provision of further tertiary roads across the 
site are not fixed to precise locations.

02.5 The use of homezones are encouraged across 
#)*!&*7$"/"/1!&'$0+!#)&'-1)!#)*!+"#*.

02.6 ;''#%$#)+!7-+#!5*!%&'8"0*0!$4'/1!#)*!*/#"&*!

stretch of the Selby Canal, along the River Ouse 
Flood wall and also connect into the existing 
public footpath which follows the northern 
boundary of the fishing lake and links into Carr 
Street. Further connections to these footpaths 
$&*!*/('-&$1*0!$(&'++!#)*!+"#*.

02.7 A bridge for pedestrians and cyclists must 
be provided over the Selby canal to improve 
connections into Selby. The desired location of 
this bridge is identified by the pink arrow on the 
accompanying reg plan.

"#"$
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Reg Plan 04 Heights and Massing
Key Design Principles

04.1 Homes built within the area identified as up to 
2 storeys in height must not exceed an eaves 
height of 6m.

04.2 Homes built within the area identified as up to 
3 storeys in height must not exceed an eaves 
height of 9m.

04.3 Homes built within the area identified as up to 
4 storeys in height must not exceed an eaves 
height of 12m.

04.4 Housing built along primary roads must not 
exceed a set back of 2m from the edge of the 
!"#$%$&'()

04.5 Housing built along secondary routes must not 
exceed a set back of 1m from the edge of the 
!"#$%$&'(

04.6 For housing along tertiary routes (including 
homezones) housing must no exceed a set back 
of 0.5m from the edge of the pavement. 

04.7 *&)+,-'./"0$)+"-)!"-1.&0)2!"+$2)"-$)&3')!$-%.''$4)

to fall in front of the property building line. 
Parking in driveways for example should be 
provided to the side of the property, behind 
the building line, within the back garden or in a 
!"-1.&0)+3,-'(

04.8 Landmark properties are identified on the 
regulatory plan. These properties are in key 
locations and will require key architectural 
4$'"./.&0)'3)+-$"'$)")#.5-"&')!,5/.+)-$"/%()

67$2$),&.'2)8.//)&$$4)'3)5$)4$2.0&$4)'3).&+/,4$)

features (windows, balconies, projections, 
recesses, ornamentation) on all elevations which 
face onto a highway or open space.

The regulatory plan opposite sets the maximum heights 
for new development across the site. Setting maximum 
7$.07'2)$&2,-$2)")+3&2.2'$&')%"2'$-)!/"&)"&4)2,!!3-'2)

the creation of a strong sense of place and optimises the 
potential of the site.

Heights: The height of properties ranges across the site, 
mirroring the two storey properties along Denison Road 
and increasing in height towards the centre and River 
Ouse edge of the scheme.

Apartments (up to 4 storeys) can be accommodated 
alongside the River Ouse to make the most of views, 
whereas heights have been restricted (up to 3 storeys) 
alongside the canal to reduce overlooking of the marina.

Urban Form:)9$2.0&)!-.&+.!/$2)7"#$)5$$&)$2'"5/.27$4)'3)
restrict the set-back of properties from the edge of the 
pavement. This restricts the width of front gardens and 
7$/!2)'3)+-$"'$)")2'-$$'2+"!$)87.+7)-$2!3&42)'3)/3+"/)

character and reflects the identity of local surroundings 
in a modern context.

Landmark properties are those in key locations, at focal 
!3.&'2)3-).&)/3+"'.3&2)87.+7)'$-%.&"'$)")#.2'"()67$2$)

properties will require higher level of architectural 
4$'"./.&0)'3)$&7"&+$)'7$)2'-$$'2+"!$(

No parking is permitting in-front of the building line and 
we encourage adjacent properties to follow the same 
5,./4.&0)/.&$)87$-$)!322.5/$()

)! REG PLAN 04: HEIGHTS 
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